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About Next generation

The main idea behind creating Next 
Generation is to push young talented 
players from Brno towards the 
professional level. One of our main 
goals is to unite the city´s top talent 
to create an elite group of players, 
that practices together at least twice a 
week under of the top coaches in the 
country. The program is not only about 
practising and mentoring, it also offers 
its players individual nutrition program, 
rehab, strength programming, medical 
testing and possibility to work with 
mental coaching.

After strong generation 2004, Basket 
Brno Next Generation is bringing 
players born in 2005 and 2006. Few of 
these players born in 2005 will be part 
of KNBL team and will spend their first 
moments in professional league. Right 
now the programme counts with 12 
players in total, who are getting the 
privileges of programme. Eight of 
these players were participating in 
national teams (Czech, Ukrain).

The City of Brno has a big basketball tradition, 
and what is more, it is ready to restore its glory 
in the men´s level. Brno is the second largest 
city in the Czech Republic (population of 400 
000 people). At the moment, there are two 
teams in the top junior competitions (Basket 
Brno and Tygři Brno).  The programme Next 
generation wants to get the top talents from 
both teams. Professional team Basket Brno 
is participating in KNBL (www.nbl.cz), and in 
the last very successful season it finished on 
the 3rd spot in the league. And, in this great 
season Brno finished on the first spot as the 
team who plays with most young players on 
roster.

Basket Brno was participating in the last 
two ANGT tournaments in Istanbul and in 
Ljubljana. It left mark of on and off the court. 
The captain of the team, forward Jakub 
Nečas, was selected as the top small forward 
of the tournament, joining other four best 
players in the All-Star Team.

What? who?why brno?
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NEXT GENERATION IS COMING

The team of the class 2004 came to Ljubljana as full of experience from ANGT tournament. 
We used this experience to improve our season practices and to come back stronger. 

After first season, when Basket Brno club made debut in the Adidas NG Tournament in 
Istanbul, we succeeded to come back stronger and to show even better performance 
in Ljubljana.

Players from the Czech Republic compared themselves with the clubs Orange Basket 
Bassano, Real Madrid, Alba Berlin and Olympia Ljubljana. Our team defeated Orange 
Bassano, which played very well against Real Madrid, and they lost in the very tight 
game with Alba Berlin. Ours finished as the third in the group, and in the last game, they 
defeated Olympia Ljubljana and finished as the fifth in the tournament. The captain of 
the team, forward Jakub Nečas, was selected as the top small forward of the tournament, 
joining other four best players in the All-Star Team.

After this very successful generation we would like to bring on stage a new generation, 
the Next Generation Basket Brno players, born in 2005 and in 2006. These guys belong 
to the best players of their age in the Czech Republic. Some of them get their experience 
on the last ANGT and now, it is their time to shine. 
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GOALS, VISION

GOALS

vision

The ambition is, to become the 
top programme in the Czech 
Republic, and, to participate in 
the main junior events in Europe 
during the season.

Bringing young Czech talents to 
the European basketball stage. 
Being a permanent member 
of ANGT. Bringing every year 
prospects that will be interesting 
and competitive on the highest 
level of young European 
basketball.
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ROSTER

Joanis Koulisianis
Josef Svoboda
Milan Stráněl
Nikita Korotchenko
Ilja Lischina
Lukáš Rotrekl
František Svoboda
Petr Opluštil
Marek Jež
Šimon Polívka
Josef Gale
Matěj Hofman
David Nejezchleb
Viktor Ivánek
Daniel Duhajský
Jakub Kříšťan

Forward
Guard
Forward
Forward
Guard
Forward
Guard
Center
Guard
Guard
Forward
Center
Forward
Guard
Forward
Forward

205 cm
195 cm
202 cm
205 cm
196 cm
190 cm
199 cm
207 cm
185 cm
195 cm
196 cm
200 cm
200 cm
195 cm
198 cm
196 cm

2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2006

Basket Brno
Sršni Písek
Basket Brno
Basket Brno
Basket Brno
Basket Brno
Basket Brno
Basket Brno
Basket Brno
Tygři Brno
Tygři Brno
Tygři Brno
Tygři Brno
CZ Akademy
CZ Akademy
CZ Akademy

year of birthheightposition club
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staff

head coach

assistant coach

assistant coach - video coach

strength coach

MENTOR

PHYSIOTHERAPIST

TEAM MANAGER

MEDIA

MENTHAL COACH

MARTIN VANEK

MARTIN VYROUBAL

TOMAS NESROVNAL

FILIP HORAK

ZDENEK JANIK

petr smycka

TOMAS DOKOUPIL

JAKUB PALKA

JIRI SIMONEK
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NEW ERA
Basket Brno NG is coming to a new era. 
After two very successful seasons, when 
the team lead the coach Luboš Bartoň, 
there is coming the new era of his former 
assistant coach Martin Vaněk, with the 
generation of players born in 2005 and 
in 2006. 

Although the team will be missing key 
players born in 2004, which played a big 
role last year, the newcomers have to step 
up and grow into their new roles in the 
team. The class of 2005 is not numerous, 
but they are talented. Team will lead 
such players as Joanis Koulisianis, Josef 
Svoboda, Nikita Korotchenko, who 
already have an experience from the last 
ANGT. Team Basket Brno NG brought to 
the roster also Milan Straněl, who was 
doing very well last year in EYBL and 
became ALL STAR on stage in Napoli and 
Bucharest. Petr Oplustil, who was part of 
the roster last year, should be healthy and 
ready to compete this season as we hope.

WE will mainly focus on the returning 
class of the players born in 2005, that 
is led by Joanis Koulisianis and Milan 
Stranel. The quality of these players 
proves the fact that both of them had 
already the opportunity to play in the 
first team Basket Brno, who is competing 
in KNBL (www.nbl.cz).

This duo will be completed by the 
guards Frantisek Svoboda, Lischina, Josef 
Svoboda. What is more, versatile forward 
Nikita Korotchenko will come. Because all 
of them have prior experience, this core 
should take things further this season, as 
we are persuaded. 
The team Next Generation Basket Brno 
will also have a support from the team CZ 
Academy. That gives them a prospect of 
a very interesting play of the class 2006. 
All these players were part of the U16 
National, and will fit the roster to come on 
stage with the best Czech talents.
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Joanis Koulisianis
(2005, forward – 205 cm)

Joanis Koulisianis, who improved his body condition, and became one 
of the biggest prospects of the Czech basketball, plays already the 
second year as a forward. With his 205 cm and wingspan 211 cm, Joanis 
has all assumptions to become the forward of the European level. With 
his better physical strength Joanis improved his outside game and now 
he plays as the rim protector. AS he is a very good rim protector, he 
is a very dangerous player at the same time, who can play inside and 
outside. He still needs to work on his individual skills and to develop 
his ballhandling. Joanis was the part of the U18 Czech National Team 
with the strong generation 2004. He got his first experience at the FIBA 
European Championship and he is predicted to be the leader of the 
team next year. 

He is also the part of the first team Basket Brno, and he gained his first 
experience in KNBL 2021/2022.

For Joanis, the future is bright, he has to stay just healthy and on the 
court. His talents and love for the game are a kind of promise to the 
future.
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milan tomáš stráněl
(2005, Forward – 202 cm)

Milan Straněl joined the team Next Generation Basket Brno last 
summer. He is considered as one of the most athletic forwards in the 
Generation 2005. He proved his quality last year on EYBL, where he 
became twice the member of ALL Star 5 (Napoli, Bucharest). He still has 
to improve his quickness and ball handling skills to keep improving, 
and to become more important player.

Straněl was the part of the Czech U18 National Team, but he had to 
leave the team because of an inflammation in his wrist. He should be 
one of the main forwards of the national team this year.

He is also a part of the first team Basket Brno and he already got his first 
experience in KNBL.

Straněl still has to improve his quickness and ball handling skills to 
keep improving and to become more important player.
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josef svoboda
(2005, guard – 195 cm)

Josef is the best player, born in 2005 in the Czech Republic. He had 
many opportunities to demonstrate his abilities on various occasions. 
Last summer, he led the U16 teams, scoring 20 points per game, and he 
was the absolute leader on the floor. This season he became the part 
of the U18 team. Although he was the youngest guy of the team, he 
showed many good performances.

Svoboda can score many different ways, but mostly he relies on his 
terrific shooting touch from the outside. He has a knack of driving and 
foul drawing. Not many of his age can create his specific shot.

In order to make significant progress, he has to work on his body, his 
quickness, and to have elite skill set, since his biggest limit will be the 
lack of athleticism..

Svoboda was the part of the NG team last season and got his first 
experience on ANGT. This year he has to step up to become a true 
leader on the guard position.
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nikita korotchenko
(2005, Forward – 205 cm)

Nikita joined the team last season in March. The story about his escape 
from Ukraine because of the war is crazy. He became a part of the NG 
team immediately as he arrived at Brno. 

Nikita was the part of the last team that competed with ANGT in 
Ljubljana. That was his first experience with basketball Euro-league. 
Nikita also showed himself on the U16 Challenger 2021. This season, he 
also was a member of the Ukraine national team, but he had to escape 
during the summer with his national team, despite of being selected 
among 18 players of the roster.  Because of the war, he wants to start 
school in the Czech Republic.

With his size, he is predicted to be the forward, who will be able to 
play on both positions. His game is based on a solid catch and shoot, 
whereas he should improve his attacking defence on the closeouts. In 
order to move down to small forward position, he has to improve his 
ball handling skills and overall perimeter game, also on defence.
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petr oplustil
(2005, Center – 207 cm)

Petr Oplustil is the best center of the generation 2005. Petr joined the 
NG programme at the end of the season 2020/2021. He is the dominant 
inside player, who can also play outside with decent touch beyond the 
arc. 

Oplustil showed a quite high basketball IQ, he doesn’t shy away from 
contact, and he knows how to get a good position inside. He has to 
improve his finishing around the rim, but that goes hand in hand with 
his physical improvement. He was predicted as the first centre of the 
U18 national team fighting in A division. Due to his chronic back issues, 
Oplustil missed the entire summer with Czech U18, so he could prepare 
for the season. He is working very hard to back as soon as possible, to 
join both the NG team and the first team of Basket Brno where he could 
take an experience in KNBL.

Petr has a potential, to be the starter at the centre for the NG team this 
year.
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Illia Lishchina
(2005, Guard – 196 cm)

Illia Lischina is the second Ukraine guy, who joined the NG team. He 
came to Brno two months later than Korotchenko. After his escape 
from Ukraine, he was a member of the Latvian team VEF Riga, but 
he decided to leave the team and become a member of the Next 
Generation Basket Brno team. 

He should be the main point guard of the team. His court vision appears 
to be very good, and he is able to find an open man. His shots need an 
improvement. Defensively, he is quick on his feet, he applies good ball 
pressure and anticipates well.

Illia was part of the U16 Nation team of Ukraine in season 2021 on 
the Challenger. His situation with the national team is the same like 
Nikita´s. He was a part of 18 player´s roster. After he had to escape 
during the summer because of the war, he had to carry out his school 
duties, connected with the transfer to the Czech Republic.
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František Svoboda 
(2006, guard – 198 cm)

František is the youngest brother of Šimon Svoboda, who was a 
member of the NG team last two years. He got his first experience on 
ANGT last year, as the youngest player of our team. 

Frantisek made huge improvement during this summer. He is able to 
create his own shot and he improved his playmaking skills over the 
past season. He knows how to play without the ball, is a good solid 
defender and with his size he is predicted to be great rebounder. 
Frantisek is predicted as one of the biggest prospects in 2006 class in 
Czech republic. 

His natural position will be SG, but he could also once appear on the 
forward position, especially if he grows a bit more.
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INVITEES - PLAYERS

Viktor Ivanek (2006, guard – 195 cm)

(2006, forward – 198 cm)

(2006, forward – 196 cm)

(2006, guard – 200 cm)

Daniel Duhajsky

Jakub Křišťán

David Nejezchleb

The best guard of the Generation 2006, Viktor Ivánek, is a very good 3P shooter, who can score from everywhere. With his ability to hand 
the ball, he can play both guard positions. With his size and athletic figure, he is also able to be a very good rebounder. He must improve 
his defensive skills and court vision, to move to another level. Viktor Ivánek was also member of the Czech U16 national team.

Daniel Duhajský is the forward with a great scoring mentality. Although he is an inconsistent shooter, he knows how to get the ball into 
the basket and to score. He can play both positions, but his future is set on small forward positions. His game is based on a solid catching 
and shooting, whereas he should improve his attacking defence on closeouts. In order to move down to small forward position, he has 
to improve his ball handling skills and overall perimeter game also on the defence. Duhajský get his first experience with an international 
basketball this year with the U16 Czech national team.

He is a great energetic guy. Every time that he steps on the court, it brings energy and fighting spirit. Jakub has a good size, big hands, 
long arms and he has a good coordination. Kristán will probably play as power forward on the next level. He has to improve his ball 
handling skills, outside shot and his game apart from the ball. He was a member of the U16 Czech national team.

Nejezchleb is a tall guard-forward, who can be really interesting player in the future. With his size and ability to shot the ball, he can 
become an interesting prospect. He needs to improve his ball handling skills, in order to move on shooting guard position. David 
Nejezchleb was also starter of the Czech U16 national team.
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overview of players
U18 National team

U17 Czech National team

U16 Czech National team

Joanis Koulisianis – U18 European championship Izmir

Josef Svoboda – U18 European championship Izmir (Challenger U16 2021 - 5 games 19.6 PPG 5.0 RPG 2.0 APG  42 % 3FG)

Milan Stráněl - Top 15 (Did not get on FIBA U18 because of an injury)

Petr Opluštil - Top 21 (Did not join the U18 team because of back injury)

Nikita Korotchenko – Ukraine national team (School tasks in the Czech Republic)

Ilja Lischina – Ukraine national team (School tasks in the Czech Republic)

Šimon Polívka - attended all the U17 camps

Josef Gale - attended all the U17 camps

Viktor Ivánek - 7 games 10.7 PPG 5.9 RB 1.3 AS  34,9 % 3FG

David Nejezchleb – 7 games 8.4 PPG 5.9 RB 1.3 AS 17.6 3FG

Jakub Kříšťan - 6 games 8.2 PPG 10.7 RB 1.7 AS 33.3 % 3FG

Daniel Duhajský - 6 games 9.2 PPG 3.5 RB. 1.0 AS 26.1 % 3FG
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Head Coach
Martin Vaněk became new head coach of the Next 
Generation Basket Brno. After two seasons as an 
assistant coach of Luboš Bartoň, he has step up and 
lead the team. He developed his coaching skills in 
summer 2019, when he was invited to the Davidson 
collage to be a part of the coaching team of the 
coach Bob McKillop. With six years of experience as 
the assistant coach in the senior KNBL team Basket 
Brno, coach Vaněk appears to be ready to take the NG 
team. Vaněk was working in the NG programme from 
the beginning as the assistant coach of Luboš Bartoň, 
who has lack of experience with the Euroleague 
basketball as player and right now also as youth 
coach. Last two years he was working with the U18 
Czech national team. This season coach Vaněk was 
chosen by the coach Torsten Loibl to continue his 
work with U18 national team that was competing on 
the U18 FIBA Europe championship.

His coaching staff in NG team consists of two 
assistants, who both have important duties within 
the senior KNBL team (Vyroubal, Nesrovnal) and the 
strength coach (Horák).
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Ambassador – Patrik Auda
Patrik Auda was born in Brno, and as growing up, he played 
basketball in his native city. He moved to the CBA academy in 
Spain, to make a jump to the NCAA, where he has been playing 
for four years in Seton Hall. 

He came back to Europe in 2014, to be an important player 
with the Czech Republic National Team. In the past, he played 
for many clubs in Spain, Italy, France and Poland. Currently, 
Auda is in Japan, starting his ninth professional season. 

Patrik Auda is an example of dedication and love for the game 
of basketball. He is the best model that our young generation 
of players can have and follow his footsteps. We are thrilled 
to have him as the ambassador of the project of the Next 
Generation. 
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Contact

public
www.basketbrno.cz

       nextgeneration_basketbrno

director
Martin Vaněk

        +420 736 443 210

        vanek@basketbrno.cz

Vodova 108 (Starez Aréna Vodova)

621 00 Brno

Czech Republic

adress



Partners


